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Centre Square

Executive
SUMMARY

The Bristol Development Authority conducted
a master planning and design process to
redevelop Centre Square – the former Bristol
Centre Mall site in downtown Bristol. The
process sought to develop and implement
a vision that was supported by both the
community and reality. The Master Plan shows
the general layout of buildings, public spaces,
roadways, and parking areas, and is intended
to be a flexible document that guides future
development on the Centre Square site.
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T he Master

Planning Process
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The Master Planning process was shaped by
three guiding principles: The Master Plan (1)
must align with the unique characteristics of
the site as well as economic realities; (2) must
coordinate with ongoing projects and initiatives;
and (3) is reflective of the community’s
vision. A plan that did not meet all three
guiding principles could not be implemented
successfully.
The Centre Square planning and design team
conducted a detailed assessment of existing
conditions including market conditions,
circulation and parking, infrastructure, land use,
and zoning. This allowed the team to identify
opportunities and devise strategies to overcome
impediments to development. Two of the main
challenges to redeveloping the Centre Square
site were steep slopes and buried conduits and
utilities. Since leveling the site and relocating
utilities were determined to be cost prohibitive,
the Master Plan designed the site around these
elements. One area where this is evident is on
the corner of North Main Street and Riverside
Avenue. Buried conduits and utilities prevent

buildings from being placed on this area of
the site. Instead, this area was preserved as a
public plaza and green space, connecting Centre
Square to neighboring Bracket Park.
Similarly, the Master Plan required close
coordination with ongoing projects and
initiatives. Soon after the Centre Square project
began, Bristol Hospital announced plans to
build a 60,000-square-foot Ambulatory Care
Center on a 3.72-acre parcel on the corner
of Main Street and Riverside Avenue. The
project team coordinated with Bristol Hospital
throughout the process in order to ensure
that the Ambulatory Care Center aligned with
the overall vision for the Centre Square site.
The southeastern corner of the Centre Square
Master Plan is reserved for the Bristol Hospital
project.

Finally, the Master Plan is reflective of the
community’s vision for the site. The site
planning and design process was supplemented
with an extensive public outreach effort. The
project team conducted two “pop-up” public
workshops at the Rockwell Park Summer
Concert Series and the Rockwell Park Summer
Festival where hundreds of residents shared
their thoughts and ideas on site layouts, building
design, public spaces, and infrastructure.
Similarly, the project team implemented a
visual preferences survey asking residents
questions on demographics, future aspirations
for downtown, and visual preferences. The
community workshops and survey indicated
a preference for medium-density two-story
buildings, traditional building designs, streetfacing buildings, public plaza space, street trees,
outdoor dining, and angled on-street parking.
These elements were incorporated into the
Master Plan to the greatest extent possible.
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T he Master Plan

The three guiding principles were manifested in
the final Master Plan. Public spaces and green
spaces were strategically placed along steep
slopes and utility easements; medium-scale
buildings were placed along streets wherever
possible; small interior parking areas were
scattered throughout the site; and streetscapes
enhancements were incorporated on roadways
within and surrounding the site.

The Master Plan recommends that the city
The Master Plan is the community’s road map
of Bristol make investments in public-realm
that will guide future development on the
infrastructure such as roadways, utilities,
Centre Square site. It shows the general layout parking areas, and streetscapes that is needed
of roadways, buildings, public spaces, and
to spur private investment. Many of these
parking areas and identifies the steps that the
investments are already underway. A new
city needs to take to spur development on the
central roadway will be built that connects
site. Recognizing that development will occur
Riverside Avenue to North Main Street and
over a period of many years, the Master Plan
Laurel Street. The roadway will improve vehicle,
highlights ways that the city can utilize the site
bicycle, and pedestrian circulation and will also
as a vibrant community asset during the interim divide Centre Square up into smaller parcels
period while allowing for a phased development that align with the current market conditions
approach.
and private developer interest. Similarly,
the city is making streetscape improvements
on Riverside Avenue and North Main Street.
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Both roadways are excessively wide and
disconnect Centre Square from downtown
Bristol. Streetscape improvements include new
sidewalks, street trees, lighting, pedestrian curb
extensions, and expanded on-street parking.
These improvements will better connect Centre
Square to existing businesses on Main Street
and North Main Street and will create a unified,
cohesive downtown.

Square as well as existing businesses on Main
Street and North Main Street. As development
occurs, lawn spaces and surface parking lots
can be converted into infill development sites.
As infill development occurs on the site, a
parking garage could be built to meet parking
demand. A surface parking lot has been sized
to accommodate a future parking garage when
one is needed in the future.

The redevelopment of the Centre Square
site is likely to occur over a period of time
and will be comprised of several smaller
developments as opposed to one large
development. A key component of the plan
is to ensure that the undeveloped parts of
the site are used productively in the interim
period as development occurs naturally.
Portions of the site will be planted with grass
and become a lawn space that can support
a range of public events including concerts,
movie nights, farmers' markets, seasonal
events, and festivals. Other parts of the site
will be turned into surface parking lots that are
needed to support new development at Centre

The Master Plan is meant to guide future
development of Centre Square and yet still be
flexible. It is important to recognize that future
development may not look exactly like what
is depicted in the plan. Developers will need
to conform to the city’s zoning and parking
regulations. Similarly, the size and layout of
buildings will be influenced by market forces
as well as potential tenants. However, it is the
intent of the plan that developers incorporate
the underlying principles of the plan to the
greatest extent possible.
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W hat Is A

Master Plan?
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A Master Plan is a road map that
will guide future development on
the Centre Square site.

The Plan:
•

•

•

Represents the community’s vision for future
development on the Centre Square site
Shows the general layout of roadways,
buildings, public spaces, and parking areas

•

•

Divides the site into smaller parcels that can
be developed over time
•

Identifies barriers to private development and
recommends actions that the city can take to
address those barriers
Identifies infrastructure improvements
that the city can make to support private
development
Is a marketing tool for prospective developers
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Plan Process and Timeline
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Centre Square

Public
OUTREACH
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Project Website and Branding

Project website and branding
developed in spring 2016
• All project materials, including all
presentations, can be found on the project
website.

https://bristolcentresquare.com
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Community Events

Two events held summer 2016
• July 19, 2016, at the Rockin’ Out at Rockwell
Park Summer Festival
• August 20, 2016, at the Rockwell Park
Summer Festival

Public participated in visual preferences exercises
and provided feedback on conceptual site layouts.
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Visioning Survey
Over 550 respondents (91% local residents)
participated in an online visioning
survey, answering a range of questions
on demographics, future aspirations for
downtown, and visual preferences.
Takeaways:
• Most people travel to downtown Bristol
by car. Having adequate and conveniently
located parking is crucial. People want to park
once.
• People like the existing small businesses,
historic buildings, and streetscaping.
• People would like to go shopping downtown
– but need more variety first.
• Appearance and character, events, activities,
and walkability strongly desired – can be
addressed by city through infrastructure
improvements and programming.
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What's The Right Density for Downtown Bristol?

Visioning Survey
Favorite Public Space Designs

• Public Space - Public plaza space is most
desired; green space is second most desired.
Active public spaces such as playgrounds and
athletic facilities were the least desired.
• Streetscapes – Street trees, planters, and
outdoor space for dining were preferred –
physical and aesthetic improvements to the
pedestrian environment.

Visual Preferences Takeaways:

• Parking – Angled on-street parking was
preferred. Community was divided on offstreet parking – slightly more respondents
would park in a surface lot over a parking
garage.

• Buildings – Medium-density street-facing
buildings with parking areas behind were
preferred. Traditional styles were preferred
over contemporary styles.
Visual preferences were incorporated into the Master Plan
through a community-driven design process.
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Centre Square

OPPORTUNITIES
AND CONSTRAINTS
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Existing Conditions
Used to identify opportunities
and constraints to development
on the Centre Square site
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Conditions
Infrastructure
Land Use + Zoning
Market Conditions
Transportation + Circulation
Parking

Constraints

Steep Slopes
•

•

Electricity Easement

•

•

Gently sloping site rises 15 feet from North
Main Street to the rail line, influencing
building placement and orientation. Leveling
the site is cost prohibitive.
Buried conduits, steep slopes, and utility
easements make it difficult to place buildings
along the street in some locations.
Site constraints make it challenging to satisfy
zoning setback requirements in some areas.
Challenging demographics and traffic volumes
make it difficult to draw in regional or
national-scale retailers.

River Conduit
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Opportunities
•

•
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Development is likely to occur over a period
of time; undeveloped portions of the site can
become a community asset in the interim
through events and programming.
Excess road space on Riverside Avenue
and North Main Street – could support
additional on street parking and streetscape
improvements to enhance the pedestrian
experience

•

•

•

Internal roadway divides Centre Square
into smaller development sites that are
scaled appropriately to support local-scale
businesses.
Public plazas and green spaces are
strategically located in constrained areas that
cannot support buildings.
Leverage ongoing downtown projects such
as Bristol Hospital and recent call center (400
employees).

Centre Square

Plan
DEVELOPMENT
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Plan Development Process
•
•

•

Iterative process

PHASE - I
·
·
·
·

PHASE - II

· EX. PARKING TO
REMAIN
· MIXED USE BUILDINGS
· NEW PARKING LOT

SITE ACCESS ROAD
STREET TREE PLANTING
TURF RESTORATION
EX. PARKING TO REMAIN

Began as conceptual "bubble" diagrams
showing general layout of site
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PHASE - III

Concepts became more detailed and refined
based on public comments and existing
OPTION - I
conditions assessment.

· EX. PARKING REMAINS
· BRISTOL HOSPITAL
DEVELOPMENT
· PEDESTRIAN PLAZA
· ADDITIONAL BUILDING
DEVELOPMENT
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PHASE - IV

PHASE - V

· EX. PARKING CONVERTED
TO OPEN PARK SPACE
· NORTHERN SITE ACCESS
ROAD
· STREET TREE PLANTING
· NEW PARKING AREA
· ADDITIONAL BUILDING
DEVELOPMENT

FULL BUILD OUT
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CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PHASES - OPTION-A

CENTRE SQUARE
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Ò

AUGUST 18, 2016

99 Realty Drive
Cheshire, Connecticut 06410
(203) 271-1773 Fax (203) 272-9733
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OPTION - II
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CONCEPTUAL OPTIONS - REVISED

CENTRE SQUARE
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

AUGUST 18, 2016

OPTION - A

Centre Square

Master
PLAN
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Master Plan

Design Elements:
Infrastructure
• New central roadway and access drive divide
site into smaller properties.

Buildings
• Medium-density, two-story buildings similar
to buildings in existing downtown
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Buildings placed along the street except in
areas with steep terrain and utility easements

Streetscape improvements on North Main
Street, Riverside Avenue, and central roadway
tie together Centre Square and the existing
Public Space
downtown.
• Public plaza on corner of North Main Street
and Riverside Avenue - strategically placed
Excess road space on North Main Street and
on top of underground conduit and utility
Riverside Avenue converted into additional
easements
on-street parking spaces.
CT Transit and CTfastrak bus stop centrally
• Pedestrian routes connect to many small
located within site
open space areas scattered throughout the
site.
Several small interior parking areas scattered
throughout the site
• Temporary lawn area created in interim
period - can be used for seasonal events,
Future parking garage can be accommodated
festivals, and other public events.
on site if warranted.

24
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Cross-Sections

NORTH CREEK CONDUIT

B'

A'

A

B

NORTH CREEK CONDUIT
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Streetscape Enlargement

Streetscape Enlargement
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Streetscape Improvements
•

•

•

•

•

Streetscape design currently underway for
Main Street, Riverside Avenue, and North
Main Street

(10 spaces), Riverside Avenue (46 spaces),
and North Main Street (16 spaces) created
from excess road space

New sidewalks, street trees,
and lighting
Lane reconfigurations (road
diet) on Riverside Avenue and
North Main Street
Curb extensions shorten
pedestrian crossings
Expanded on-street parking
opportunities on Main Street
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Pedestrian Connections
• Open space areas along pedestrian
routes provide gathering opportunities and
encourage pedestrians to explore the entire
site.
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Pedestrian Connections

Pedestrian Routes
Open Space Areas
Bristol
Hospital
Property
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Phase I
• Phases do not necessarily need to be in
consecutive order.

Bristol
Hospital
Property

A
B

C
B

B
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Phase I Area A
• Construct central roadway, bus stop, and
associated amenities.

Bristol
Hospital
Property

A
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Phase I Area B
• Construct access drive, northern parking area,
and associated amenities.
• Create central lawn open space along North
Main Street that can be used for seasonal
events, festivals, and other public events.

B
Bristol
Hospital
Property
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FARMERS MARKETS AND SWAP MEETS BRING COLOR
AND ACTIVE SHOPPING EXPERIENCES TO THE
DOWNTOWN

OPEN LAWN SPACES AND
EXISTING AND NEW PARKING
AREAS PROVIDE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR MOVIES
IN THE LAWN AND EVEN
TEMPORARY DRIVE-IN
THEATER EXPERIENCES
FOOD VENDORS BRING MULTI-CULTURAL EATS TO
THE DOWNTOWN AND PROVIDE A NEEDED AMENITY
WHEN PLAYING/ RELAXING IN THE OPEN PARK

AUTUMN EVENTS SUCH PONY RIDES, HAY BALE
MAZES AND PUMPKIN PICKING/ MUM SALES IN
THE OPEN LAWN SPACES

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PHASES - PROGRAM OPTIONS

CENTRE SQUARE
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

OPTIONS EXIST TO RECONFIGURE THE SIX LANES OF
RIVERSIDE AVENUE TO INCREASE PARKING AND
PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES

PHASE - IV

CARNIVALS TO CLIMBING WALLS! VERTICAL COLORFUL EVENT
ELEMENTS ATTRACT LOCALS AND
VISITORS TO THE DOWNTOWN AS
THEY DRIVE BY THE SITE

PHASE - V

WINTER EVENTS SUCH AS HOLIDAY LIGHT DISPLAYS, CHRISTMAS TREE SALES
AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS ORGANIZED CROSS COUNTRY
SKIING/ SNOWSHOEING LESSONS AND A TEMPORARY ICE SKATING RINK
ENCOURAGE PEDESTRIAN USE FOR ALL SEASONS

PHASE - III

PHASE - II

AS DEVELOPMENT STAGES PROGRESS, OPEN AREAS ARE
CONVERTED TO LAWN PUBLIC PARK SPACE

PHASE - I

Phase I Area B
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Phase I Area C
• Two-story buildings (± 88,000 SF) placed
along roadways
• Interior parking area, pedestrian plazas,
landscaping, and amenities
Bristol
Hospital
Property

C
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88

Phase II Area B
• As development occurs, open lawn spaces are
converted into buildings, roadways, parking
areas, and pedestrian amenities.

B3
Bristol
Hospital
Property

B2

B1
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Phase II Area B1
•

•

Two-story buildings (± 67,000 SF) placed
along roadways
Interior parking area, perimeter walkways,
and associated amenities
Bristol
Hospital
Property

B1
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71

Phase II Area B2
• Infill development reduces size of Phase I
parking area and develops sites along the rail
line (± 37,000 SF).

Bristol
Hospital
Property

30
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80
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16
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Phase II Area B3
• Two-story building fronting Main Street
(±16,000 SF) with parking area behind

B3
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24
Bristol
Hospital
Property

Master Plan
• Municipality to jump start development
• Flexible development plan – building in stages
as development warrants
24

• Potential for future parking garage

Bristol
Hospital
Property
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Perspectives

B

D

A

C

A

B
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Potential View on N. Main

C
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Potential View at Central Plaza

D
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Alternative Site Layout

• Alternative site layout based on public comments
• Future parking garage relocated along railroad
tracks - allows additional buildings fronting North
Main Street across from Police Station.
• Access drive shifted closer to North Main 		
Street interior parking areas
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• Future pedestrian link to 					
Main Street
re
Futu g
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s Drive

Acces
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Centre Square

NEXT
STEPS

Ongoing Projects and Initiatives:
• Bristol Hospital Development

• Internal Roadway and Utility Design
• Riverside Avenue and North Main Street
Streetscape Design

Recommended Future Actions:

• Downtown Bristol Parking Management Plan
• Site subdivision/property line revision
• Utility easement abandonment
• Grant applications for infrastructure
improvements
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